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ABSTRACT

Conceptual labels influence researchers’ observations and analytic insights. This article aims to clarify the contributions of standards label by contrasting it with other ways of viewing the same entity and applying it to the IT-enabled supply chain innovation of Collaborative Planning, Forecasting, and Replenishment (CPFR). Proponents have labeled CPFR not only as a standard but also, at different decreasing levels of abstraction, as a business philosophy, methodology, and set of technologies. By comparing the analytic leverage offered by the different labels, we conclude that there is value in combining the standards perspective with other conceptual lenses. The specific case of CPFR also raises an interesting question for future research: Can information systems innovations justifiably be considered standardized in practice, if they are not standardized at all relevant levels of abstraction?
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INTRODUCTION

This article was motivated by our investigation of a particular information system (IS) innovation known as CPFR (Collaborative Planning, Forecasting, and Replenishment) used by interdependent organizations to improve supply chain performance. Proponents repeatedly referred to CPFR as a standard or as standards-based, but we could not see exactly how the standards label applied or how it added value relative to other ways of looking at the innovation. (As explained later, CPFR also can be analyzed as a business philosophy, methodology, and set of technologies.) Knowing that conceptual labels can affect researchers’ observations and analytic insights, we decided to compare several partially overlapping conceptual perspectives and apply them to this innovation.
The four conceptual lenses applied in this article are (1) philosophy (frame, organizing vision); (2) methodology (procedure, process); (3) technology (tool, technical infrastructure); and (4) standard (standardization). The first three concepts represent an innovation’s logical and temporal progression from abstract idea to concrete implementation (Iivari, Hirschheim, & Klein, 2001). The fourth concept can be thought of as the end point of a process about which actors implicitly or explicitly reach agreement and widely adopt solutions to matching problems (Brunsson, Jacobsson & Associates, 2000; Cargill, 1989; de Vries, 1999). Thus, the four labels overlap, as shown in Figure 1.

Through our analysis of CPFR, we found that, despite their overlaps, each perspective provides unique insights. We also found that the CPFR innovation cannot be considered standardized yet at any level of abstraction. This observation raises an intriguing question for future standards and standardization research: Unless it has achieved standardization at all levels of abstraction, can an IS innovation truly be considered to be standardized?

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The label standard can be applied to such entities as products, processes, services, materials, equipment, systems, interfaces, protocols, functions, methods, and activities (de Vries, 1999). Regarding IS and information technology (IT), the term standard can be applied to technology specifications or products such as GSM (Iversen, 2000) or the Windows operating system, to methodologies such as ISO 9000 (Brunsson et al., 2000) or the Capability Maturity Model of software development, to business processes such as those addressed by the RosettaNet Consortium, and so forth. Calling these entities standards implies that they differ in essential ways from nonstandardized specifications, products, methodologies, processes, and so forth. This observation raises questions about the overlaps and unique contributions of dif-

Figure 1.
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